
Risk and Fear
If you want the truth of the matter, I'm not the best risk taker in the world.

While little -- and even medium to large risks -- are all right for me, every time I
get down to it, the "super size" risks make me all jittery.

You know what's interesting about it? I know it's going to do it. I can predict it
down to the moment -- and yet I still let risk affect me.

Despite that fear, I typically am able to push the jitters aside -- although my wife
would most likely disagree with that assessment -- and go through with whatever
risk it is that I fear.

I was listening to a tape a while ago, and I was struck by a statement that the
speaker -- Katherine Graham, I believe it was -- said. I'm badly paraphrasing this
here, but she said that when it came down to it, she had never been able to
accomplish anything worthwhile without pushing through her worry and fear and
doing it anyway.

I think it's like that for a good many of us. Big changes, big risks, big decisions --
all of them bring all of our worries into the forefront.

When we look at life through the filter of our worries, doubts, and fears, we no
longer look at the possibilities for success -- we see mainly the possibilities for
failure.

In such cases, it's important for us to concentrate on the positive aspects of the
risk -- the chances for success.

As I write this on Wednesday evening, a small craft has climbed to the edge of
space for a second time. "SpaceShipOne," designed by noted aircraft designer
Bert Rutan, climbed today above the earth's atmosphere, and penetrated what
we've always referred to as "outer space."

The ship was always a big risk -- a risk for the pilot, the designer, the people who
financed the plan -- and even today, as the ship climbed above the atmosphere,
it brought with it a greater risk than ever before, as SpaceShipOne started to roll.

A more cautious pilot would have aborted the flight, but pilot Michael Melvill kept
on pushing the plane, until his goal was reached -- pushing through the fear and
risk, just as surely as he pushed through the atmosphere.
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At risky times, it just becomes a lot easier to stick with the status quo -- the
comfortable norm -- and give in to our fears. It becomes a lot easier to say "Man
was not meant to fly," rather than find a way to bring it about.

After all -- what's life without a little bit of risk?

When you get right down to it, no good has been accomplished by staying put,
never changing, and never taking a chance. No goal has been conquered by
inaction; no worthwhile change has been made by sticking with the status quo.

Does fear or taking risks keep people from changing, from growing, from
becoming better? Of course it does -- all of the time! When you concentrate on
the risk, you tend to concentrate on the dark side -- the possibility for defeat.
When you concentrate on the outcome, however, you see the good side -- the
chance for growth and change.

Certainly, there are always risks that should not be taken -- there are always
things that are just plain stupid -- the possibly apocryphal story of the guy who
strapped a military rocket to his car -- only to wind up being embedded into the
rocks of the desert landscape -- comes to mind.

I have no idea whether Nimitz ever said it or not, but in the movie Midway, Henry
Fonda, who played Nimitz, gave out orders to his admirals prior to their engaging
a superior Japanese naval force.

I've no doubt that I've massacred the elegant prose; but this is how my memory
remembers his speech: "You will be governed by the policy of calculated risk," he
said (at least if my memory is reasonably accurate). "That means you will not
take actions without the reasonable assurance of inflicting equal or greater
damage on the enemy than you are likely to receive yourselves."

In our lives, we should always make certain that the risks we take bring us
greater benefit than the downside they might incur.

That policy makes risk manageable -- even for me -- and it helps us worrywarts
keep our eyes focused on the upside of the equation.
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